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MATH THRILLS MAKES MATH FUN
Math Thrills hijacks the book, movie and
game entertainment students love to
consume every day to excite and engage
them in mathematical learning.
It’s easy and fun to use, linked to
curriculum and engages different types of
learners through multiple learning
modalities including fiction, online
animations, blockbuster entertainment
and workshops.
Developed over 5 years and in school trials
since early 2015, Math Thrills has been
continually improved and expanded based
directly on feedback from hundreds of
students and teachers.
Winner of multiple state and national
awards, the new and much improved Math
Thrills program is now available for
schools and students.
Associate Professor Michael Milford
Founding Director, Math Thrills Pty Ltd
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LOTS OF FUN, DIFFERENT WAYS TO
ENGAGE IN MATHEMATICS
Maths in Fiction Package
The completely rewritten Math Thrills young adult novel
“Code Bravo”, stealthily filled with mathematical concepts
and now with female and male teenage protagonists, plus
extensive online animated tutorials, worksheets and
worked solutions.
Thrillify!

Celebrity social media
marketing tutorial

Thrillify is a unique and innovative service where we take
any existing textbook question, worksheet, mathematical
concept or technique you suggest, and rapidly create a
custom, exciting fictionalized storyline to explain it, as part
of a tutorial filled with high quality graphics and an
accompanying worksheet! Each scenario we create is
added to an ever‐growing library for you to access.
Maths in the Movies

The math behind “The
Martian” tutorial

Name your favourite movie scene and we will provide an
illustrated tutorial containing a critique of the
mathematics behind the scene, and provide a worksheet
to consolidate the concepts encountered. Each tutorial is
added to an ever‐growing library for you to access.
Math Thrills Workshops
Engage students in exciting action‐packed workshops with
fun props where they act out a Hollywood blockbuster
scenario and use math to save the day. Run it yourself at
your school with our workshop courier service or let our
professional workshop ambassadors host you in Brisbane.
Remedial Maths Guide
Fill in the fundamentals with this comprehensive but
conversational primer on basic mathematics for grades 8 –
12, already used by thousands of students in Australia and
hundreds of thousands of viewers around the world.
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HOW TO USE MATH THRILLS TO
HELP STUDENTS LEARN
There are many easy ways to use the resources. The schematic below illustrates five
of the most common situations educators encounter and shows how Math Thrills
meets these many needs:

Scenarios 1‐3 are easily solved by using the interactive search function on the Math
Thrills website, which searches the Maths in Fiction, Thrillify and Maths in the
Movies lessons by curriculum code, keywords and description.
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Scenario 4 is met by the Maths in Fiction Package which contains both an exciting
math‐filled novel and accompanying tutorials and worksheets. Math Thrills
workshops solve scenario 5 by getting students on their feet and engaging in
exciting, physical maths activities as part of a fictional scenario.

AWARDS AND HONOURS

2015 Queensland Young
Tall Poppy of the Year
Award for Scientific
Outreach

2016 AMP Tomorrow
2015 TedX Talk “How
Maker award
Hollywood can save math
“From the thousand who
education” ‐
shared their goals, 53 have https://www.youtube.co
been named 2016 AMP m/watch?v=m_U7qIjvMJw
Tomorrow Makers.”

MEDIA COVERAGE AND PUBLICITY
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TESTIMONIALS
“Well done on a fantastic first novel. Quick thinking Will has invigorated
my interest in math and inspired me to review those important math
concepts that, as a citizen of Brisbane, I feel a duty to know just in case
our city is threatened to be destroyed by well‐armed and psychopathic
terrorists. Or perhaps the more likely (or ongoing) invasion of politicians
and current affairs news persons using dodgy statistics to exploit those
with math gaps!” Matthew Garratt, award winning vocational educator
“I was interested to hear about your Math Thrills initiative and how it aims to incorporate
maths learning in exciting and challenging stories and games. Your recent successes and
publicity are a testament to Math Thrills’ potential, and I wish you all the best in this
endeavour” Senator the Hon Simon Birmingham, Federal Minister for Education and
Training
“I have been struggling in maths all my life as I missed out on the basics in primary school
as a result of changing schools. I would like to take this time just too sincerely thankyou for
going out of your way to produce something that has and will help people, like myself, who
have been struggling. You have given me new found energy to wake up in the morning and
go to school and maths in particular. Thankyou.” Michael, student
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“Brilliant, very exciting, and much‐needed. (I don't know of anything around at the
moment that promotes maths to teenagers as recreation. My kiddies are not teenagers
yet, but they will be before too long, so I've a personal interest too)” Merryn, maths editor

WHAT STUDENT
WORKSHOPS

LOVE

ABOUT

MATH

THRILLS

“This was a great opportunity, that was extremely insightful. All the activities were really
fun, especially the shooting activities… overall, this was a great experience, and we thank
you for the effort you put in to make such an amazing day.”
“It was really fun and enjoyable. I learnt a lot of new skills in Maths. It was really
interesting to learn what we can do as a group. I really enjoyed the NERF gun activity. I
also really enjoyed the code breaking activities. A Hunger Games or Divergent themed
workshop would be awesome.”
“The activity was very enjoyable and exciting. I particularly liked the more ‘hands on’
activities with the code breaking and nerf gun shooting. It really promoted team work and
better social skills.”
“Today was a blast! I had so much fun trying to break codes, shoot nerf guns and
calculating distances. I loved the ‘backstory’ of the program/workshop as well. It really
promoted team work as well as individualistic maths skills.”
“I liked how creative the workshop is and how you guys made the lesson in several parts,
so you have many different things all contributing to the same topic of ‘Saving the City’.”
“It was simple and straight to the point; wasn’t full of tedious garbage; It took a different
and innovative approach to math problems, and was really enjoyable.”

HOW TO ORDER OR FIND OUT MORE

Go to: www.MathThrills.com
Or call: Michael on 0412 944 682
Or e-mail: michael@maththrills.com
Or tweet: @maththrills
SUPPORTED BY:
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